Characterization of human chromosomal unit fibers.
A structural component of mitotic chromosomes that partially explains the compaction of DNA within mitotic chromosomes is suggested on the basis of the occurrence of long, regular cylindrical structures in preparations of isolated human chromosomes. These structures, "unit fibers", of a rather constant diameter of about 4,000 A have been postulated to be formed by coiling of the 250-300 A solenoid chromatin fiber that itself is formed by coiling of the 100 A string of nucleosome fiber. The human chromatid would thus be composed by a hierarchy of helices with contraction ratios for DNA at each level of coiling of 7 (string of nucleosomes), 5 (solenoid) and 40 (4,000 A "unit fiber" or "super-solenoid") which results in an overall contraction ratio for DNA in the "unit fiber" structures of about 1,400, which is approximately 5-fold less than the final contraction of DNA in intact chromatids of condensed metaphase chromosomes. The present report concerns more detailed studies with respect to the dimensions and cytochemical properties of the "unit fiber" structures observed in preparations of isolated human mitotic chromosomes that provide direct and indirect evidence in support of their "super-solenoid" structure and relate to known properties of human mitotic chromosomes.